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Abstract. Given a setP of n points inRd and an integerk � 1, letw� denote
the minimum value so thatP can be covered byk cylinders of radius at most
w�. We describe an algorithm that, givenP and an" > 0, computesk cylinders
of radius at most(1 + ")w� that coverP . The running time of the algorithm is
O(n log n), with the constant of proportionality depending onk, d, and". We
first show that there exists a small “certificate”Q � P , whose size does not
depend onn, such that for anyk-cylinders that coverQ, an expansion of these
cylinders by a factor of(1 + ") coversP . We then use a well-known scheme
based on sampling and iterated re-weighting for computing the cylinders.

1 Introduction

Problem statement and motivation.Given a setP of n points inRd , an integerk � 1,
and a real" > 0, we want to computek cylinders of radius at most(1+")w� that cover
P (that is, the union of the cylinders containsP ), wherew� denotes the minimum value
so thatP can be covered byk cylinders of radius at mostw�.

This problem is a special instance of projective clustering. In a more general for-
mulation, aprojective clusteringproblem can be defined as follows. Given a setS of n
points inRd and two integersk < n andq � d; find k q-dimensional flatsh1; : : : ; hk
and partitionS into k subsetsS1; : : : ; Sk so thatmax1�i�k maxp2Si d(p; hi) is min-
imized. That is, we partitionS into k clusters, and each clusterSi is projected onto a
q-dimensional linear subspace so that the maximum distance between a pointp and its
projectionp� is minimized. In this paper we study the special case in whichq = 1, i.e.,
we wish to coverS by k congruent cylinders of smallest minimum radius.

Clustering is a widely used technique for data mining, indexing, and classifica-
tion [24]. Most of the methods — both theoretical and practical — proposed in the last
few years [2, 14, 24] are “full-dimensional,” in the sense that they give equal impor-
tance to all the dimensions in computing the distance between two points. While such
approaches have been successful for low-dimensional datasets, their accuracy and ef-
ficiency decrease significantly in higher dimensional spaces (see [21] for an excellent
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analysis and discussion). The reason for this performance deterioration is the so-called
dimensionality curse. A full-dimensional distance for moderate-to-high dimensional
spaces is often irrelevant. Methods such as principal component analysis, singular value
decomposition, and randomized projection reduce the dimensionality of the data by
projecting all points on a subspace so that the information loss is minimized. A full-
dimensional clustering method is then used in this subspace. However, these methods
do not handle well those situations in which different subsets of the points lie on dif-
ferent lower-dimensional subspaces. Motivated by the need for increased flexibility in
reducing the data dimensionality, recently a number of methods have been proposed for
projective clustering, in which points that are closely correlated in some subspace are
clustered together [5, 6, 10, 26]. Instead of projecting the entire dataset on a single sub-
space, these methods project each cluster on its associated subspace, which is generally
different from the subspace associated with another cluster.

Previous results.Meggido and Tamir [27] showed that it is NP-complete to decide
whether a set ofn points in the plane can be covered byk lines. This immediately
implies that projective clustering is NP-Complete even in the planar case. In fact, it
also implies that approximating the minimum width within a constant factor is NP-
Complete. Approximation algorithms for hitting compact sets by minimum number of
lines are presented in [19]. Fitting a(d� 1)-hyperplane throughS is the classicalwidth
problem. The width of a point set can be computed in�(n logn) time for d = 2 [22],
and inO(n3=2+") expected time ford = 3 [1]. Duncan et al. gave an algorithm for
computing the width approximately in higher dimensions [13]. Several algorithms with
near-quadratic running time are known for covering a set ofn points in the plane by
two strips of minimum width; see [25] and references therein. Har-Peled and Varadara-
jan [18] have recently given a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the projective
clustering problem in high dimensions for any fixedk andq.

Besides these results, very little is known about the projective clustering problem,
even in the plane. A few Monte Carlo algorithms have been developed for project-
ing S onto a single subspace [23]. An exact solution to the projective clustering prob-
lem can be solved innO(dk) time. We can also use the greedy algorithm [11] to cover
points by congruentq-dimensional hyper-cylinders. More precisely, ifS can be cov-
ered byk hyper-cylinders of radiusr; then the greedy algorithm coversS byO(k logn)

hyper-cylinders of radiusr in timenO(d): The approximation factor can be improved to
O(k log k) using the technique by Br¨onimann and Goodrich [8]. For example, this ap-
proach computes a cover ofS � R

d byO(k log k) hyper-cylinders of a given radiusr
in timeO(nO(d)k log k), assuming thatS can be covered byk hyper-cylinders of radius
r each. Agarwal and Procopiuc [3] give a significantly faster scheme to coverS with
O(dk log k) hyper-cylinders of radius at mostr in O(dnk2 log2 n) time. Combining
this result with parametric search, they also give an algorithm that computes, in time
O(dnk3 log4 n), a cover ofS by O(dk log k) hyper-cylinders of radius at most8w�,
wherew� is the minimum radius of a cover byk hyper-cylinders.

The problem that we consider can also be thought of as an instance of a shape fit-
ting problem, where the quality of the fit is determined by the maximum distance of a
point from the shape. In these problems one generally wants to fit a shape, for example
a line, hyperplane, sphere, or cylinder, through a given set of pointsP . Approxima-



tion algorithms with near-linear dependence on the size ofP are now known for most
of these shapes [7, 9, 17]. Trying to generalize these techniques to more complicated
shapes seems to be the next natural step. The problem that we consider, that of trying
to fit a point set withk > 1 lines, is an important step in this direction. The only pre-
vious result giving a(1 + ")-approximation in near-linear time inn, for k > 1, is the
algorithm of Agarwal et al. [4] fork = 2. However, their techniques do not generalize
to higher dimensions or to the case ofk > 2.

Our results and techniquesWe present an(1 + ")-approximation algorithm, with
O(n log n) running time, for thek-line center problem in any fixed dimension; the con-
stant of proportionality depends onk, ", andd. We believe that the techniques used in
showing this result are quite useful in themselves. We first show that there exists a small
“certificate”Q � P , whose size does not depend onn, such that for anyk-cylinders
that coverQ, an expansion of these cylinders by a factor of(1+ ") coversP . The proof
of this result is non-constructive in the sense that it does not give us an efficient way of
constructing a certificate. The ideas used in this proof offer some hope for simplifying
some known results as well as for proving the existence of a small certificate for other,
more difficult problems.

We then observe that a well-known scheme based on sampling and iterated re-
weighting [12] gives us an efficient algorithm for solving the problem. Only the ex-
istence of a small certificate is used to establish the correctness of the algorithm. This
technique is quite general and can be used in other contexts as well. Thus it allows us to
focus our attention on trying to prove the existence of small certificates, which seems
to be the right approach for more complex shapes.

We present a few definitions in Section 2, a proof of the existence of small certifi-
cates in Section 3, and our algorithm in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

A cylinder inRd , defined by specifying a linè in Rd and a non-negative real number
r � 0, is the set of all points within a distance ofr from the line`. We refer to` as
the axis andr as theradius of the cylinder. For" � 0, an"-expansionof a cylinder
with axis ` and radiusr is the cylinder with axis̀ and radius(1 + ")r. We define an
"-expansionof a finite set of cylinders to be the set obtained by replacing each cylinder
with its "-expansion.

Definition2.1. Let P be a set of points inRd , " > 0, andk � 1. We say that a subset
Q � P is an("; k)-certificatefor P if for any set� of k congruent cylinders that covers
Q, an"-expansion of� results in a cover ofP . We stress that the cylinders in� must
have equal radius.

Let I = [a; b] be an interval. For" � 0, we define its"-expansionto be the interval
I = [a� "(b� a); b+ "(b� a)]. We define an"-expansion of a set of intervals on the
real line analogously.



Definition 2.2. Let P be a set of points inR1 , " > 0 a real number, andk � 1 an
integer. We say that a subsetQ � P is an("; k)-certificatefor P if for any setI of k
intervals that coversQ, an"-expansion ofI results in a cover forP . We emphasize that
the intervals inI are allowed to have different lengths.

Though we are using the term("; k)-certificate to mean two different notions, the
context will clarify which one we are referring to.

3 Existence of Small Certificates

We show in this section that for any point setP in Rd , " > 0, and integerk � 1, there
is an("; k)-certificate forP whose size is independent of the size ofP . In order to do
this, we first have to show the existence of such certificates for points inR

1 .

Lemma 3.1. Let P be any set of points inR1 , " > 0 be a real number, andk � 1

be an integer. There is an("; k)-certificateQ � P for P with g("; k) points, where
g("; k) = (k=")O(k).

Proof: The proof is by induction onk. If k = 1, we letQ be the two extreme points of
P .

If k > 1,Q is picked as follows. Let� be the length of the intervalI spanned byP .
We divideI into k intervals of length�=k. Leta0 < a1 � � � < ak denote the endpoints
of these intervals (thus,I = [a0; ak]). For eachai, 1 � i � k�1, and1 � j � k�1, we
compute an("; j)-certificate forP \ [a0; ai] and an("; k�j)-certificate forP \ [ai; ak].
LetQ1 denote the union of all these certificates. Obviously,

jQ1j �

k�1X

i=1

k�1X

j=1

g("; j) + g("; k � j) � 2k2g("; k � 1):

Next, we divideI into k=" intervals of length"�=k; we call thesebasicintervals.
Let us call an interval of the real linecanonicalif it is a union of basic intervals and
has length at least�=k. There are�(k2="2) canonical intervals. For each canonical
interval I 0, we compute an("; k � 1)-certificate for the points inP lying outsideI 0.
Let Q2 denote the union of these certificates.jQ2j � ck2="2g("; k � 1), wherec is a
constant.

We letQ = Q1 [Q2. We obtain the following recurrence forg("; k):

g("; k) � ck2="2g("; k � 1) + 2k2g("; k � 1):

The solution to the above recurrence isg("; k) = (k=")O(k), as claimed.
We now argue thatQ is an("; k)-certificate. Let� = fs1; s2; : : : ; skg bek intervals

that coversQ. We first consider the case where all these segments have length smaller
than�=k. In this case there exists anai, 1 � i � k � 1, that is not contained in any
of these segments. Indeed, each interval in� can cover at most oneai, anda0; ak are
covered by�. Without loss of generality, we may assume thata�, for some� < k, is
not covered by� and that the segmentss1; : : : ; sj lie to the left ofa� and the segments



sj+1; : : : ; sk lie to the right ofa�, for some1 � j � k � 1. SinceQ includes an("; j)-
certificate for the pointsP \ [a0; a�], ands1; : : : ; sj cover this certificate, we conclude
that an"-expansion ofs1; : : : ; sj containsP \ [a0; a�]. By a symmetric argument, we
conclude that an"-expansion ofsj+1; : : : ; sk coversP \ [a� ; an], and we are done.

We now consider the case when one of the segments, says1, has length at least�=k.
Let I 0 denote the smallest canonical interval containings1; note thatI 0 is covered by an
"-expansion ofs1. SinceQ includes an("; k� 1)-certificate for the points inP outside
I 0, ands2; : : : ; sk cover this certificate, we conclude that an"-expansion ofs2; : : : ; sk
covers the points inP outsideI 0. Since an"-expansion ofs1 coversP \ I 0, the result
follows.

2

We use Lemma 3.1 to prove the existence of a small certificate for any set of points in
R
d .

Lemma 3.2. Let P be any set of points inRd , " > 0, and k � 1. There exists an
("; k)-certificate forP with f("; k) points, wheref("; k) = kO(k)="O(d+k).

Proof: Consider a cover ofP by k congruent cylinders of minimum radius, and let this
radius be denoted byw�. Let Æ = c", wherec > 0 is a sufficiently small constant.
Clearly, there is a setL of O(k="d�1) lines such that for any pointp 2 P , there is a
line ` 2 L with d(p; `) � Æw�. Indeed, for every cylinderC in the cover, draw a grid of
size" in the(d� 1)-dimensional ball forming the base ofC and draw a line parallel to
the axis ofC from each of the grid points.

Let P 0 be the point set obtained by projecting each point inP to the nearest line
in L. Let P 0(`) � P 0 denote the points on the linè. LetQ0(`) be a(Æ; k)-certificate,
computed according to Lemma 3.1, for the pointsP 0(`) (by treating` as the real line).
LetQ0 =

S
`2LQ

0(`), and letQ be the original points inP corresponding toQ0.
The bound on the size ofQ is easily verified. Considerk cylinders of radiusr that

coverQ. Expanding each cylinder by anadditivefactor ofÆw�, we coverQ0. For each
` 2 L, the segments formed by intersecting the cylinders with` coverQ0(`). Therefore,
theÆ-expansion of the segments results in a cover ofP 0(`). It follows that aÆ-expansion
of the cylinders results in a cover forP 0 (this step needs a geometric claim that is easily
verified). Expanding further by an additive factor ofÆw�, we get a cover ofP . Since
w� is the radius of the optimal cover ofP , we have

(r + Æw�)(1 + Æ) + Æw� � w�:

Assuming thatÆ < 1=10, this yieldsw� � 2r. Thus the radius of the cylinders that
coverP is at most

(r + Æw�)(1 + Æ) + Æw� � r((1 + 2Æ)(1 + Æ) + 2Æ) � (1 + ")r:

2

The ideas used above in proving the existence of a small certificate may prove useful
in other contexts also. To illustrate this point, we use these ideas to establish a known
result whose earlier proofs relied on powerful tools like the Lowner-John ellipsoid [16].



Theorem 3.1. Let P be a set of points inRd , and let" > 0. There exists a subset
Q � P with O(1="d�1) points such that for any slab that containsQ an "-expansion
of the slab containsP .

Proof: If d = 1, Q consists of the two extreme points. Ifd > 1, consider the minimum
width slab that coversP , and letw� be its width. We find1=" slabs such that each point
in P is within "w� of the nearest slab. We move each point inP to the nearest slab.
We now have1=" (d � 1)-dimensional point sets. We recursively compute a(d � 1)-
dimensional certificate for each of these point sets, letQ0 be their union, andQ the
corresponding points inP . We argue as in Lemma 3.2 thatQ is a certificate forP . 2

4 The Algorithm

Let P 2 R
d be a set ofn points inRd , and let" > 0 be a given parameter. Letw� � 0

denote the smallest number such that there arek cylinders of radiusw� that coverP .
We describe an efficient algorithm to compute a cover ofP usingk cylinders of radius
at most(1 + ")w�. The algorithm relies on the factP has a small("; k)- certificate.
Let � � f("; k) denote the size of this certificate. The algorithm is an adaptation of the
iterated re-weighting algorithm of Clarkson [12] for linear programming.

The algorithm maintains an integer weight Wt(p) for each pointp 2 P , which
is initialized to1. For any subsetQ � P , let Wt(Q) denote the sum of the weightsP

q2Q Wt(q). Our algorithm proceeds as follows.

I. We repeat the following sampling process until we meet with success.
(a) Letr = (2 log2 e)� andR be a random sample fromP of sizec(d; k)r log r,

wherec(d; k) is a sufficiently large constant.R is constructed byjRj indepen-
dent repetitions of the sampling process in which a pointp 2 P is picked with
probability Wt(p)=Wt(P ).

(b) We computeC(R), the optimalk-cylinder cover forR, using the brute-force
exact algorithm inO(jRj2dk) time. LetS be the set of points inP not covered
by C(R). If Wt(S) > Wt(P )=r, then we return to Step (I.a). Otherwise, we
proceed to Step (II).

II. We check whether the"-expansion ofC(R) coversP . If it does, our algorithm
returns this"-expansion as the approximatek-cylinder cover ofP and halts. Other-
wise, we double the weight Wt(s) of each points 2 S and return to Step (I).

It is clear that if the algorithm does halt, it returns an"-approximatek-cylinder
cover ofP becauseC(R) is anoptimalk-cylinder cover ofR and an"-expansion of
C(R) coversP . We now argue that the algorithm does indeed halt.

Lemma 4.1. Step (II) of the algorithm is executed at most2� logn times.

Proof: Let Q be an("; k)-certificate forP with size�. Let us assume that Step (II) is
executed̀ times, and each time the"-expansion ofC(R) does not coverP . This means
thatC(R) did not cover some point fromQ in each iteration. Letq 2 Q be the point that
was not covered the most number of times. Thenq was not covered at least`=� times,
and so its weight after̀executions of Step (II) is at least2`=�.



Note that whenever Step (II) is executed, we have Wt(S) � Wt(P )=r. Since we
double the weights of only the points inS, it follows that Wt(P ) increases by a factor
of at most(1 + 1=r) each time Step (II) is executed. After` executions of Step (II), we
have that Wt(P ) � n(1 + 1=r)`. Since we must have Wt(q) � Wt(P ), we have

2
`=� � n(1 + 1=r)`:

Taking logarithms, and rearranging the terms, we get

` �
log2 n

(1=�� log2(1 + 1=r))
:

Using the fact thatlog2(1+a) � (log2 e)a for anya � 0, and substituting the value
of r, it follows that` � 2� logn. 2

Lemma 4.2. LetR be a random sample ofP as constructed in Step (I.a) of the algo-
rithm, and letS be the set of points inP not covered byC(R). Then the probability that
Wt(S) > Wt(P )=r is at most1=2 if the constantc(d; k) is chosen large enough.

Proof: This follows from the theory of"-nets [20]. LetC be the set of all cylinders in
R
d , and letCk be the family ofk-tuples inC. It can be shown that VC-dimension of the

range space(Rd ; Ck) is finite and depends only onk andd. Assuming that the constant
c(d; k) is larger than the VC-dimension of the range space, the lemma follows from a
result by Haussler and Welzl [20]. 2

Lemma 4.2 implies that the expected number of times we have to iterate Steps (I.a)
and (II.b) before we find a sampleR for which Wt(S) � Wt(P )=r is at most 2. Com-
bining this with Lemma 4.1, we see that the expected running time of the algorithm is
O(`n + `(� log�)2dk), where` = � logn. We have thus obtained the main result of
this paper.

Theorem 4.3. Let P be a set ofn points inRd , w� � 0 denote the smallest number
such that there arek cylinders of radiusw� that coverP , and" > 0 be a parameter. We
can computek cylinders of radius at most(1 + ")w� that coverP in O(n logn) time,
with the constant of proportionality depending onk, ", andd.

5 Conclusion

We presented an"-approximation algorithm for computing ak-line-center of a set of
points inRd whose running time isO(n logn); the constant of proportionality depends
on d; k; ". We showed the existence of a small certificate forP whose size does not
depend onn and used this result to prove the correctness of the algorithm.

It is easy to see that the algorithm is fairly general and would work in related con-
texts, provided we can demonstrate the existence of a small certificate. One disadvan-
tage is the large dependence of the running time ond and k. We have not tried to
optimize this dependence. Some simple techniques, like computing a constant factor
approximation first and then refining it to a factor of(1 + "), may help improve the
dependence on some of the parameters.

Another interesting open question is whether our approach can be extended to gen-
eral projective clustering.
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